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Abstract—For programs to be reliable and fault tolerant, each program module must be designed to behave reasonably under a wide variety of circumstances. An exception handling mechanism supports the construction of such modules. This paper describes an exception handling mechanism developed as part of the CLU programming language. The CLU mechanism is based on a simple model of exception handling that leads to well-structured programs. It is engineered for ease of use and enhanced program readability. This paper discusses the various models of exception handling, the syntax and semantics of the CLU mechanism, and methods of implementing the mechanism and integrating it in debugging and production environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, there has been considerable emphasis on the development of programming language features that enhance the verifiability of programs [5]. While it is desirable that the task of developing correct programs be simplified as much as possible, another important goal of program construction is that programs behave "reasonably" under a wide range of circumstances. Such programs have been variously termed as reliable, robust, or fault tolerant.

In a reliable program, each procedure must be designed to behave as generally as possible. Its specifications should require a well-defined response to all possible combinations of legal inputs (inputs satisfying the type constraints), even when lower level modules on which this procedure is depending fail. Of course, different responses will be appropriate in the different cases. Note that even if the software has been verified, the possibility of hardware failure implies that software modules may fail, and the presence of resource constraints.

This paper describes a linguistic mechanism that supports the construction of reliable software. The mechanism, called an exception handling mechanism, facilitates communication of certain information among procedures at different levels. The mechanism supports the view that different responses are appropriate in different situations. We assume that for each procedure there is a set of circumstances in which it will terminate "normally"; in general, this occurs when the input arguments satisfy certain constraints and the lower level modules (implemented in both hardware and software) on which the procedure depends are all working properly. In other circumstances, the procedure is unable to perform any action that would lead to normal termination, but instead must notify some other procedure (for example, the invoking...
procedure) that an exceptional condition (or exception) has occurred.

For example, suppose search is a procedure that retrieves information associated with a given identifier in a symbol table. Search can return this information only if the identifier is present in the symbol table. The absence of the identifier constitutes an exceptional condition. Other exceptional conditions might also occur, for example, if the symbol table is implemented using a stack and the module implementing the stacks is not working properly.

In referring to the condition as exceptions rather than errors we are following Goodenough [2]. The term "exception" is chosen because, unlike the term "error," it does not imply that anything is wrong; this connotation is appropriate because an event that is viewed as an error by one procedure may not be viewed that way by another. In fact, the term "exception" indicates that something unusual has occurred, and even this may be misleading: if the exception handling mechanism were efficient enough, exceptions might be used to convey information about normal and usual situations. For example, the search procedure might terminate normally only if the identifier were a local variable of the current block and use the exception handling mechanism to convey extra information about nonlocal variables.

Exception handling mechanisms have been largely ignored in programming languages. For a discussion of existing mechanisms, the reader is referred to [2] and [3]. In our opinion, the existing mechanisms are overly powerful and ill-structured. For example, in the on-condition mechanism of PL/I, on-units are associated with invocations dynamically rather than statically, and global variables must be used to communicate data between the procedure performing the signal and the on-unit. Goodenough [2] proposes a new mechanism that is more constrained and better structured. The mechanism presented in this paper is still more constrained. We also believe it to be more conducive to the development of well-structured programs.

The mechanism we describe facilitates communication of information that can be used to recover from faults such as erroneous data and failures of lower modules. We do not discuss the methods, e.g., redundancy, that are used for fault detection and recovery. Mechanisms that are designed to facilitate fault detection and recovery, e.g., recovery blocks [8], are complementary to ours, as was noted in [7].

The mechanism we describe has been defined as part of the CLU programming language [4]. The mechanism is of general interest because it is constrained and simple. Its design was based on a tradeoff between simplicity and expressive power; major design goals were ease of use and program readability. The mechanism was designed for a sequential language (without coroutines or parallel processes). Otherwise, however, the mechanism is not dependent on CLU semantics, and could be incorporated in any procedure-oriented language.

In the next section we discuss the main decisions that must be made in designing an exception handling mechanism and the exception handling models that result from these decisions; we also discuss our decisions and our reasons for making them. In Section III we describe the syntax and semantics of the CLU exception handling mechanism. In Section IV we discuss some methods of implementing the mechanism and also how the mechanism can enhance programmer effectiveness in a debugging and a production environment. In Section V, we discuss the expressive power of our mechanism and compare it with some other mechanisms of greater power. Finally, in Section VI we summarize and evaluate what we have done.

II. The Model

To discuss exception handling we must first introduce some terminology about programs. The term procedure will be used to mean program text, either in a higher level language or in machine language. A procedure implements a procedural abstraction, which is a mapping from a set of argument objects to a set of result objects, possibly modifying some of the argument objects. A procedure may be invoked (or called) by an invocation, which is textually part of some procedure; that procedure is referred to as the caller. Invocation results in activation of the invoked procedure. An activation may signal an exception; the invocation that caused the activation raises that exception. The program text intended to be executed when an exception is raised is called the handler.

Our model of exception handling involves the communication of information from the procedure activation that detects an exceptional condition (the signaler) to some other procedure activation that is prepared to handle an occurrence of that condition (the catcher). In designing this model, we faced two major questions: 1) which procedure activations may catch an exception signaled by a procedure activation and 2) does the signaler continue to exist after signaling. These two questions are independent and may be addressed separately.

A. Single Versus Multilevel Mechanisms

The obvious candidates for handling an exception signaled by some procedure activation are the activations in existence at the time the signal occurs. We can rule out the signaler itself, as exceptions are, by definition, conditions that the signaling procedure is unable to handle. The remaining question is whether to allow activations other than the immediate caller of the signaler to handle the exception.

Our answer to this question is based on the hierarchical program design methodology that CLU is intended to support [4]. As was explained above, each procedure implements a mapping. The caller of a procedure invokes the procedure to have the mapping performed; the caller need know only what the mapping is, and not how the procedure implements the mapping. Thus, while it is appropriate for the caller to know about the exceptions signaled by the procedure (and these are part of the abstraction implemented by that procedure), the caller should know nothing about the exceptions signaled by procedures used in the implementation of the invoked procedure.

The above considerations lead us to allow only the immediate caller of a procedure to handle exceptions signaled

1 Levin [3] proposes an additional set of candidates. We will discuss Levin's work in Section V.
by that procedure. Of course, the handler in the caller can itself signal an exception, but that exception will then be part of the caller's abstraction.

We believe that the decision to limit handling of exceptions to the immediate caller is necessary for any well-structured exception handling mechanism. To maintain intellectual manageability of software, program structures that support understanding and verification through local code examination are needed. In particular, to understand how a procedure is implemented, one should not have to examine implementations of any other procedures. An understanding of the mappings performed by invoked procedures is needed, but this understanding should be obtained by reading specifications of those procedures and not their code. This requirement implies that specifications must describe all exceptions arising from invoking a procedure, including information about exceptions arising from procedures called at a lower level if the mechanism does not limit the handling of these exceptions. The point is that all exceptions that may be raised by a procedure, whether explicitly or implicitly, must be considered part of that procedural abstraction. Limiting the handling of exceptions to just the caller simply ensures that the linguistic constructs match the proper conceptual view. Note, however, that this constraint does not prevent the language designer from providing simplified ways of passing exceptions from one level to the next where appropriate.

The exception handling mechanism proposed by Goodenough [2] does impose our constraint on handling exceptions. The PL/I mechanism does not, nor does the mechanism in Mesa [6].

B. Resumption Versus Termination Model

The second question, whether the signaller should continue to exist after the exception is signaled, involves a tradeoff between expressive power and the complexity of the semantics. If the signaller can continue to exist after signaling, then it is possible that a catcher may fix up the exceptional condition so that processing of the signaller may be resumed. For this reason, we refer to this model as the resumption model. The model in which the signaling activation ceases to exist we refer to as the termination model. In this section we assume that the decision to support a one-level mechanism has been made, and we therefore limit our analysis to this case.

A one-level resumption model works as follows. Suppose that there are three procedures $P$, $Q$, and $R$, and that $P$ invokes $Q$ and $Q$ invokes $R$. If $R$ signals an exception $r$, then $Q$ must handle it. Let $H_r$ denote the statements in $Q$ that handle $r$ ($H_r$ is the handler for $r$). In the course of handling $r$, $H_r$ may signal an exception $q$, which must be handled by $P$ (since $P$ is the caller of $Q$). Let $H_q$ denote the statements in $P$ that handle $q$ ($H_q$ is the handler for $q$). When $H_q$ terminates, then $Q$ is resumed in the middle of $H_r$; only when $H_r$ terminates is the execution of $R$ continued. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that information about signals flows upward one level at a time, while resumption flows downward one level at a time; multilevel flow is not permitted in either direction.

The resumption model is most easily understood by viewing the handler as an implicit procedure parameter of the signaller. The handler is called by the signaller when the exception it handles is signaled. The handler procedure is declared in the calling procedure, and its free variables get their meaning in the caller's environment, as do any exceptions it signals.\footnote{If dynamic binding for exception names is used (as in PL/I), then $R$ would be required to handle $q$. Making this assumption leads to a model at least as complex as the one we are considering. Furthermore, it is impossible under this assumption for $H_r$ to raise exception in $P$ without resorting to a multilevel mechanism.}

In the termination model, occurrence of an exception causes the signaller to terminate. However, different kinds of behavior are expected of the called procedure under different conditions. The view taken is that a procedure may terminate in one of a number of conditions. One of these is the normal condition, while others are exception conditions. In each condition, it may be convenient to return a number of result objects; these will differ in number and type in the different conditions.

The resumption model is more complex than the termination model. This can be appreciated by considering how resumption affects the interrelationships among procedures, specifications of procedures, and linguistic mechanisms for exception handling.

The ordinary view of procedures is that, in the absence of recursion, the calling procedure is dependent on the called procedure but not vice versa. This view is upheld in the termination model. However, in the resumption model, the signaller and caller are mutually dependent: the caller invokes the signaller to perform some mapping, or satisfy some input/output relation, but the signaller depends on (the handler in) the caller to satisfy a similar relation when an exception is signaled.

Specifications of procedural abstractions in the termination model consist of a number of clauses, one specifying the behavior for the normal case and one for each exception case. Such clauses also exist in the resumption model, since it is still possible that the signaller is unable to terminate normally, for example, because a handler is unable to clear up the prob-

\footnote{That is, exception names have static scope.}
lem that led to the exception. In general, specifications have a
terminal model form (several termination states are defined)
even when the resolution model is in use.

The interdependence between procedures in the resolution
model show up in specifications as extra information. In addi-
tion to the clauses describing different termination states,
it is also necessary to include descriptions of the behavior
expected from the handlers when exceptions are signaled.
Such descriptions are analogous to what must be given for a
procedure taking procedure parameters, since handlers are
implicit procedure parameters, as was discussed earlier.

The complexity of a linguistic mechanism supporting re-
sumption is illustrated by Goodenough's proposal [2], which
is a carefully considered design of a complete mechanism.
Goodenough's design recognizes that to be really useful,
termination must be supported as well as resumption. Three
types of signals are recognized, corresponding to cases where
the signaler may not be resumed, must be resumed, or where
resumption is optional. In case the caller does not resume a
signaler that must or could be resumed, a special ability is
provided to permit the signaler to clean up (i.e., restore some
nonlocal variables to a consistent state) before its activation
is terminated. In addition, a default mechanism is provided
to permit the signaler to handle its own exception in case
the caller does not.

The termination model requires a simpler linguistic mecha-
nism for its support than does the resumption model. Since a
signal terminates the signaler, there is no need for multiple kinds
of signals. Also, special mechanisms for cleaning up are not
needed (the signaler must always clean up before signaling).

Since the termination model is simpler, it is preferable to the
resumption model, provided it supplies adequate expressive
power. We conjecture that the expressive power is adequate:
that situations handled awkwardly by the termination model
and simply by the resumption model are not frequent. We will
discuss this conjecture further in Section V. In the next sec-
tion we discuss the design of an exception handling mechanism
based on the termination model.

III. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF THE
CLU EXCEPTION MECHANISM

In Section II we explained the rationale for our major
decisions.
1) The exceptions signaled by a procedure must be caught
by the immediate caller.
2) Signaling an exception terminates the signaling procedure.

These two decisions lead to a single-level termination model
of computation in which a procedure may terminate in one of
a number of conditions. Thus, instead of a single return path,
each procedure has several return paths. One of these is con-
sidered the normal path, while others are considered excep-
tional. In each case, result objects may be returned; the result
objects may differ in number and type in the different cases.

An exception handling semantics that terminates execution
of the signaling procedure could be incorporated in a pro-
gramming language with no additional mechanism. The
signaling procedure could simply return, passing back in
addition to the real result objects a tag that identifies the
reason for termination. Indeed, such a convention is often
adopted as a way of dealing with exceptions in a language
that has no exception handling mechanism. However, this
approach has a major defect: every invocation must be fol-
lowed by a conditional test to determine what the outcome
was. This requirement leads to programs that are difficult
to read, and probably inefficient as well, thus discouraging
programmers from signaling and handling exceptions.

To aid programmers in building reliable software, an excep-
tion handling mechanism must be devised that can be im-
plemented efficiently and that enhances program readability.
In the remainder of this section we describe the CLU excep-
tion handling mechanism, which was developed to satisfy these
goals. The discussion identifies some problems that arise in
designing any such mechanism; the CLU mechanism provides
a possible set of solutions to these problems.

A. Signaling

To provide a convenient method of signaling information
about exceptions, we included directly in CLU the model of
an exception handling mechanism. A CLU procedure, there-
fore, can terminate in the normal way by returning and
can terminate in an exceptional condition by signaling. In
each case, result objects, differing in number and type, can
be returned.

The information about the ways in which a procedure may
terminate must be included in its heading. For example, the
procedure performing integer division has the following
heading:

div = proc(x, y: int) returns (int) signals (zero_divide)

which indicates that div may terminate by returning a single
integer (the quotient of the two input arguments) or by sig-
aling zero_divide (which indicates that the second argument
was zero) and returning no results.

A CLU procedure terminates its execution by performing a
return statement or a signal statement. The return statement
terminates execution normally, while the signal statement
terminates execution in the named exceptional condition.
For example, the following (fairly useless) procedure deter-
mines the sign of an integer:

sign = proc(x: int) returns (int) signals (zero, neg(int))

if x < 0 then signal neg(x)
    else if x = 0 then signal zero
        else return (x)
end
end

The information in the procedure heading is used to check
that the exception names actually signaled are the correct
ones and that the correct number and types of result objects
are returned in both the normal and exceptional cases. This
information is also used to determine that the exceptions
handled by a calling procedure are named in the heading of
the called procedure, and that, again, the number and types
of result objects are correct in both the normal and excep-
tional cases.
B. Handling Exceptions

In CLU, exceptions arise only from invocations. In particular, all uses of infix and prefix operators in CLU are considered to be "syntactic sugar" for invocations. For example, the expression

\[ x + y \]

is syntactic sugar for the invocation

\[ t\text{add}(x, y) \]

where \( t \) is the type of \( x \). Thus, if \( x \) is an integer, \( x + y \) is an invocation of the integer addition operation. This viewpoint permits exceptions arising from built-in operations and user-defined procedures to be treated uniformly.

In this section we discuss how handlers are associated with invocations. For usability and program readability, it is necessary to permit considerable flexibility in the placement of handlers. For example, requiring that the text of a handler be attached to the invocation that raises the exception would lead to unreadable programs in which expressions were broken up with handlers. Furthermore, the control flow of a program is often affected by the occurrence of an exception (for example, an end_of_file exception will terminate a loop). Therefore, our mechanism was designed to permit placement of a handler where the programmer deemed convenient, out of the main flow when possible to enhance readability, and altering the control flow when this was desired.

Two major decisions determined the form of CLU exception handling statements.

1) Handlers are statically associated with invocations.
2) Handlers may be attached only to statements, not to expressions.

Static association means that the handler associated with a particular exception condition that may be raised by a particular invocation can be determined by static analysis of the program text. This decision not only enhances program readability, but makes possible a more efficient implementation of the exception handling mechanism.

The decision to attach handlers only to statements and not expressions was made to simplify the mechanism. When a handler attached to an expression terminates, unless an explicit return, signal, or exit (see Section III-C) is performed, it must provide a value to be used as the value of the expression. By allowing handlers to be attached only to statements, we avoid providing a mechanism for substituting new values for expressions. We believe that the need to substitute a value for an expression is not great. In any case, the effect of attaching handlers to expressions can be obtained by breaking up complex expressions into sequences of assignment statements.

Handlers are placed in CLU programs by means of the except statement, which has the form

\[ \text{except handler list end} \]

This statement has the following interpretation: the statement raises all the exceptions raised by the invocations it textually contains, excluding those handled by embedded except statements. The handler list will handle some subset (possibly all) of these exceptions. The except statement as a whole raises all the exceptions of the statement that are not handled by the handler list plus any exceptions raised by the handler list.

Thus, when an exception is raised by an invocation, control goes to the innermost handler that handles that exception and is part of an except statement containing the invocation in its statement part.

Each handler in the handler list names one or more exceptions to be handled, followed by a list of statements (called the handler body) describing what to do. Permitting several exceptions to be named in the same handler avoids code duplication when the exceptions are all handled in the same way.

Several different forms are available for handlers depending on whether the named exceptions have associated result objects and whether those objects are used in the handler body. To handle one or more exceptions with no associated objects, the exception names are simply listed. For example,

\[ \text{when underflow, zero_divide: body} \]

will handle exceptions named underflow and zero_divide, neither of which has any associated result objects.

To handle exceptions with result objects that are to be used in the handler body, names must be associated with the objects. Again a list of exception names is given, but it is followed by declarations of local variables to name the result objects, for example,

\[ \text{when e1, e2: string, i: int: body} \]

The scope of the declarations is the handler body. All of the named exceptions must return objects of the types listed in the declaration, in the order stated. When the handler is executed, these objects are bound to the declared variables and the body is executed. (This binding is similar to the binding of actual arguments to formal arguments that occurs when procedures are invoked. However, a return or signal in the handler body, rather than terminating just the handler, will instead terminate the entire enclosing procedure.)

To handle exceptions with result objects when the objects are not used in the handler body, the list of exception names is followed by \((*)\) as shown below:

\[ \text{when neg, underflow (*): body} \]

There need be no agreement between the number and types of result objects associated with the exceptions in this form; for example, the neg exception had a single argument, while underflow had none. This form encourages a programming style in which a procedure returns all possibly useful information when signaling; if this information is not needed in the calling procedure, it can easily be ignored.

If the programmer wishes to handle all remaining exceptions without listing their names, one of the following two forms
can be used as the last handler in an except statement. The form

```
    others: body
```

is used when information about exception names and result objects is not important. If information about the exception name is desired, the form

```
    others(e_name: string): body
```

may be used. Here the name of the exception is given to the handler body as a string.

The handler body may contain any legal CLU statement. If the handler body returns or signals, then the containing procedure will be terminated as discussed in Section III-A. The handler body may also be terminated by an exit (see next section) or because an invocation within it raises an exception that is not handled within the handler body. Otherwise, when the handler body is finished, the next statement following the except statement in the normal flow will be executed.

The example below illustrates the association of handlers with exceptions:

```
begin % start of inner block
S1 except when zero: S2
    end

end % end of inner block
except
    when zero: S3
    others: S4
    end
```

If `zero` is raised by an invocation in `S1`, it will be handled by `S2`, not `S3`. However, if `zero` is raised by an invocation in `S2`, it will be handled by `S3`. All other exceptions raised in `S1` and `S2` will be handled by `S4`.

C. Exits and the Placement of Handlers

Our intention in defining the except statement is to permit the programmer to position handlers as is convenient. There are two constraints on the placement of handlers.

1) The handler must be placed on the statement whose execution is to be terminated if the handler body terminates without returning or signaling.

2) Suppose that an exception named `e` is raised by two invocations, and we wish to handle the occurrences of `e` differently. We do not permit multiple handlers to be provided for `e` in a single except statement. (This rule holds even if the invocations raising `e` provide different numbers or types of result objects; we do not allow such information to be used in selecting a handler.) Therefore, the two handlers must be in two except statements, each situated such that only one of the invocations raising `e` is in its scope.

These two constraints may conflict. For example, suppose that within a statement, `S`, the procedure `sign`, mentioned earlier, is invoked at two different points. Suppose also that the programmer wishes to handle the `neg` exception signaled by `sign` in a different manner for each of the two invocations, but in each case wishes execution to then continue with the statement following `S`. The first constraint would require that both handlers be placed on `S`, so that the execution of `S` would be terminated when the exceptions are raised. However, the second constraint requires that at least one handler be placed within `S` to resolve the ambiguous association between the invocations and the handlers.

We resolve this conflict in CLU by the addition of an exit mechanism, similar to those proposed by Zahn [9] and Bohrman [1]. The handlers are placed near the invocations. They terminate by exiting to a handler attached to the statement `S`. For example, one could handle the `neg` exceptions as shown in Fig. 2.

```
begin % beginning of S
    a := sign(x)
    except when neg(l: int): S1
        exit done
    end
    b := sign(y)
    except when neg(l: int): S2
        exit done
    end
end % end of S
except when done:
    -
```

Fig. 2. Example illustrating use of the exit mechanism.

The exit statement can be used anywhere within a CLU procedure; its use is not restricted to handler bodies. The exit statement is similar to the signal statement, except that while the signal statement signals the condition to the calling procedure activation, the exit statement directly raises the condition so that it can be handled in the same procedure activation. The exit statement can specify a number of result objects to be passed to the handler.

We chose to have separate mechanisms for exits and exceptions (rather than using the signal statement for both exits and exceptions) because the two mechanisms capture different programmer intentions and thus naturally have different restrictions on their use. The intent of an exit is a local transfer of control. Thus, we require that exits be handled in the same procedure activation where they are raised. Furthermore, we require that exits be handled by a when arm (not an others arm), and if there are result objects, these must be accepted as arguments by the handler. The justification for these requirements is that exit names and result objects (unlike exception names and result objects) are under the control of the programmer of the procedure, and therefore should be chosen to mean something within that procedure.

The exit mechanism meshes nicely with the exception handling mechanism. In fact, the signal statement can be viewed simply as terminating a procedure invocation and exiting to the appropriate handler in the caller.
D. Uncaught Exceptions

Now we address the question of what happens if a procedure provides no handler for an exception raised by some contained invocation. One possibility is to consider the procedure to be illegal; checking for unhandled exceptions can be performed at compile-time. This approach is taken by Goodenough [2].

We have taken another approach. We felt it was unrealistic to require the programmer to provide handlers in situations where no meaningful action can be taken. Such situations will occur when a used abstraction is not working properly. For example, consider the statement

```plaintext
define x := stack$pop(s)
```

Here the programmer invokes the `pop` operation for stacks only when the stack is nonempty. Now suppose that nevertheless stack underflow occurs. This situation is unlikely to arise in a debugged or verified program (but see Section IV). If it does arise, it indicates that the stack abstraction is not behaving correctly. Often there is no appropriate action for this procedure to take other than to report the fact to its caller. Since almost every abstraction can potentially behave incorrectly or in a way not expected by its caller, procedures must always be prepared to handle such cases. However, the action taken is almost always the same, and to require explicit handling of such cases would overload every procedure with uninteresting code.

To facilitate reporting of failures and to relieve the programmer of the burden of handling such errors, CLU has one language-defined exception, named `failure`. `Failure` has no associated result object, a string that may contain some information about the cause of the failure. Every procedure can potentially signal `failure`; therefore `failure` is implicitly an exception of every procedure and may not be listed in the procedure heading explicitly. `Failure` may be signaled explicitly, however, in the usual way:

```plaintext
signal failure ("reason is . . .")
```

The most common way that `failure` is signaled, however, is by an uncaught exception being automatically turned into a `failure` exception. For example, procedure `nonzero`

```plaintext
nonzero = proc (x: int) returns(int)
  return sign (x)
  except when neg (y: int): return (y)
end nonzero
```

does not catch exception `zero` signaled by `sign`. If this exception is signaled, the invocation of `nonzero` will be terminated with the exception

```plaintext
failure ("unhandled exception: zero")
```

The effect is equivalent to attaching a handler to the proce- 
dure body, e.g.,

```plaintext
nonzero = . . .
  except
    others (s: string): signal failure ("unhandled exception: 
                             "||s)
  end
end nonzero
```

Here the symbol `||` is string concatenation.

A common case in which an exception will not be handled is when the unhandled exception is `failure`. Note that in this case it is the string argument of `failure` (rather than the string "failure") that is of interest. Therefore, this string is retained when `failure` is passed up to the next level. This effect is equivalent to attaching to the procedure body the handler

```plaintext
except when failure (s: string): signal failure(s)
end
```

Sometimes before signaling `failure` some cleaning up is needed. In this case, the others or when form is used explicitly, and after cleaning up `failure` is signaled explicitly.

E. Example

We now present an example demonstrating the use of exception handlers. We will write a procedure, `sum_stream`, which reads in a sequence of signed decimal integers from a character stream and returns the sum of those integers. The input stream is viewed as containing a sequence of fields separated by spaces and newlines; each field must consist of a nonempty sequence of digits, optionally preceded by a single minus sign. `Sum_stream` has the form

```plaintext
sum_stream = proc (s: stream) returns(int)
  signals (overflow,
            unrepresentable_integer (string),
            bad_format (string))
  . . .
end_sum_stream
```

`Sum_stream` will signal `overflow` if the sum of the numbers or an intermediate sum is outside the implemented range of integers. `Unrepresentable_integer` will be signaled if the stream contains an individual number that is outside the implemented range of integers. `Bad_format` will be signaled if the stream contains a field that is not an integer.

An implementation of `sum_stream` is presented in Fig. 3. It consists of a simple loop that accumulates the sum, using a procedure `get_number` to remove the next integer from the stream. `Get_number` will signal `end_of_file` if the stream contains no more fields, in which case `sum_stream` will return the accumulated sum. `Get_number` will also signal `bad_format` or `unrepresentable_integer` if an invalid field is encountered; these exceptions are passed upward by `sum_stream`. The `overflow` handler in `sum_stream` catches exceptions signaled by the `infix+` procedure, which is invoked using the infix notation. We have placed the exception handlers on
sum_stream = proc (s: stream) returns (int)
  signals (overflow,
    unrepresentable_integer (string),
    bad_format (string))
sum: int := 0
while true do
  sum := sum + get_number (s)
end
except
  when end_of_file:
    return (sum)
  when unrepresentable_integer (f: string): 
    signal unrepresentable_integer (f)
  when bad_format (f: string):
    signal bad_format (f)
  when overflow:
    signal overflow
end
end sum_stream

Fig. 3. The sum_stream procedure.

get_number = proc (s: stream) returns (int)
  signals (end_of_file,
    unrepresentable_integer (string),
    bad_format (string))
field: string := get_field (s)
except
  when end_of_file:
    signal end_of_file
end
return (s2i (field))
except
  when unrepresentable_integer:
    signal unrepresentable_integer (field)
  when bad_format, invalid_character (s):
    signal bad_format (field)
end
end get_number

Fig. 4. The get_number procedure.

the while statement for readability; they could also have been placed directly on the assignment statement.

The procedure get_number is presented in Fig. 4. It calls a procedure get_field to obtain the next field in the stream and then uses s2i to convert the returned string to an integer. S2i has the following form:

s2i = proc (s: string) returns (int)
  signals (invalid_character (char),
    bad_format,
    unrepresentable_integer)

end s2i

S2i will signal invalid_character if the string s contains a character other than a digit or a minus sign. BadFormat will be signaled if s contains a minus sign following a digit, more than one minus sign, or no digits. Unrepresentable_integer will be signaled if s represents an integer that is outside the implemented range of integers. Get_number handles the exceptions signaled by get_field and s2i and signals them upward in terms that are meaningful to its callers. Although some of the names may be unchanged, the meanings of the exceptions (and even the number of arguments) are different in the two levels. Note the use of the (*) form in the handles for the bad_format and invalid_character exceptions since the signal arguments are not used.

The get_field procedure is presented in Fig. 5. It uses the following operation of the stream data type:

getc = proc (s: stream) returns (char) signals (end_of_file)

end getc

The stream's getc operation returns the next character from the stream and signals end_of_file if the stream is empty. Note that if end_of_file is signaled when a field is being accumulated, then that field is returned. Otherwise, get_field signals end_of_file.

Programming of the procedures in Figs. 3-5 would be
get_field = proc (s: stream) returns (string) signals (end_of_file)
    field: string = ""
    begin % delimited scope of outermost end_of_file handler
        c: char = stream$getc (s)
        % search for field
        while c = ' ' cor c = \n' do
            c = stream$getc (s)
        end
        % accumulate field
        while c = ' ' cor c = \n' do
            field = string$append (field, c)
            c = stream$getc (s)
        except when end_of_file
            return (field)
        end
        end
        except when end_of_file:
            signal end_of_file
        end
        return (field)
    end get_field

Fig. 5. The get_field procedure.

simplified if the mechanism permitted implicit upward propagation of exceptions. This would permit arms of the form

    when unrepresentable_integer (f: string):
        signal unrepresentable_integer (f)

to be omitted from the program text. As we gain experience in using the mechanism, we will learn how to modify it to enhance its convenience.

F. On Disabling Exceptions

One question that naturally arises about an exception handling mechanism is whether exceptions can be disabled. By disabling exceptions two kinds of savings can (potentially) be realized: the time spent detecting the occurrence of the exception can be saved, and the space used for the handlers and the information used to find the handlers can be saved. However, it is unacceptable if the result of disabling exceptions is that errors still occur, but are simply not recognized. Therefore, we do not believe that providing a means for programmer disabling of exceptions is consistent with encouraging good programming practice, and no such mechanism has been provided in CLU.

The situation still arises, however, in which it is possible to guarantee that the exception cannot occur, and it is desirable to take advantage of that guarantee to generate more efficient code. Looked at in this way, disabling of exceptions is seen as a kind of program optimization technique, since program optimization makes use of properties detected from program analysis to control the generation of code. There are two ways in which such properties can be detected. First, the combination of in-line substitution followed by analysis across module boundaries can result in more efficient code. For example, consider

    if ~stack$empty (x) then x := stack$pop (s) ... where s is a stack. If both empty and pop are expanded inline, the result will be code roughly like

    if s.size > 0 then
        y := stack$pop (s)
    else
        throw empty
    end

Conventional techniques like redundant expression elimination and dead code removal can then be used to improve the code.

Alternatively, it would be fruitful to integrate the activities of a program verification system with the compiler. Then, for example, a verifier might prove the user of s that pop is never called if s is empty. This assertion could then be used later to control the compilation of both the program using s, and the program implementing the stack module.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION, DEBUGGING, AND DIAGNOSTICS

In this section we discuss some implementation issues. First we sketch some methods for implementing the exception handling mechanism. Then we discuss how the mechanism can be incorporated in a debugging environment and in a production environment.

A. Implementation

There are several possible methods of implementing the exception handling mechanism. As usual, tradeoffs must be made between efficiency of space and time. We believe the following are appropriate criteria for an implementation:

1) normal case execution efficiency should not be impaired at all;
2) exceptions should be handled reasonably quickly, but not necessarily as fast as possible;
3) use of space should be reasonably efficient.

The tradeoff to be made is the speed with which exceptions are handled versus the space required for code or data used to locate handlers.

The implementation of signaling an exception involves the following actions:

1) discarding the activation record of the signaling activation (but saving the result objects associated with the exception),
2) locating the appropriate handler in the calling procedure,
3) adjusting the caller's activation record to reflect the possible termination of execution of expressions and statements,
4) copying the result objects into the caller's activation record,
5) transferring control to the handler.

Actions 3) and 5) are equivalent to a goto from the invocation to the handler. Actions 1) and 4) are similar to those occurring in normal procedure returns. Because the association between invocations and handlers is static, the compiler can provide the information needed to perform actions 2) and 3). Below we sketch two methods of providing this information; these methods differ considerably in their performance characteristics.

The first method, called the branch table method, is to follow each invocation with a branch table containing one entry for each exception that can be raised by the invocation. The
invocation of a procedure whose heading lists \( n \) exceptions will have a branch table of \( n+1 \) entries; the first \( n \) entries correspond to the exceptions listed in the heading, while the last entry is for \textit{failure}. Each entry contains the location of a handler for the corresponding exception.

Using this method, return and signal are easy to implement: return transfers control to the location following the branch table, while signal transfers control to the location stored in the branch table entry for the exception being signaled. The information needed to adjust the callee's activation record could be stored with the handler, as could information about whether to discard the returned objects and whether this is an others handler; for example, this information could be stored in a table placed just before the first instruction of the handler. An example is given in Fig. 6 of the code generated by this method.

The branch table method provides for efficient signaling of exceptions, but at a considerable cost in space, since every invocation must be followed by a branch table (all invocations may at least signal \textit{failure}). A second method, the \textit{handler table method}, is the one used by the current CLU implementation. This method trades off some speed for space, and was designed under the assumption that there are many fewer handlers than invocations, which is consistent with our experience in using the mechanism.

The handler table method works as follows. Rather than build a branch table per invocation, the compiler builds a single table for each procedure. This table contains an entry for each handler in the procedure. An entry contains the following information: 1) a list of the exceptions handled by the handler (a null list can be used to indicate an others handler), 2) a pair of values defining the scope of the handler, that is, the object code corresponding to the statement to which the handler is attached, 3) the location of the code of the handler, 4) the new activation record size, and 5) an indicator of whether the returned objects are used in the handler. The scope and exceptions list together permit candidate handlers to be located: only an invocation occurring within the scope and raising an exception named in the exception list can possibly be handled by the handler (for an others handler, only the scope matters).

In this method, a return statement is implemented just as it would be in a language without exception handling. A signal statement requires searching the handler table to find entries for candidate handlers; if several candidates exist, the one with the smallest scope is selected. Placing the entries in the table in the (linear) order in which the corresponding handlers appear in the source text guarantees that the first candidate found is the handler to use. Unhandled exceptions can be recognized either by the absence of candidates or by storing one additional entry at the end of the handler table for this case.

B. Debugging and Diagnostics

Our exception handling mechanism is designed explicitly to provide information that programs, not programmers, can use to recover from exceptional conditions. However, the mechanism can also mesh smoothly with mechanisms intended to collect information of interest to programmers. The kind of behavior desired will differ, however, from a debugging environment to a production environment.

In an interactive debugging environment it is likely that a programmer would wish to be informed about the occurrence of some or all exceptions as they are signaled and be given a chance to handle them himself or take some other corrective action. Two possible modes might be useful here. The programmer may be interested only in signals of \textit{failure} (especially those resulting from unhandled exceptions), or he may in addition name some particular exceptions of interest.

An exception handling mechanism running in such an environment, before locating a handler, would consult some debugging system information to determine if the current exception is one that the programmer wishes to know about. If the exception is of interest to the programmer, then system routines can be invoked to initiate a dialogue with the programmer. This dialogue may result in the program being continued or terminated.

It is worth noting that one argument in favor of the resumption model has been that it integrates debugging with program execution. The programmer (or actually the system as his representative) is thought of as the highest level activation, which will handle all exceptions not otherwise handled and which may later resume execution of some lower level activation. Note that this viewpoint allows the programmer to examine only unhandled exceptions. At any rate, we believe that it is not productive to try to merge debugging with ordinary processing, since the requirements in the two cases are quite different.

In a production environment, there is no programmer
available to interact with the program. Of course, there may be an operator present, and a program may attempt to recover by requesting some operator action (e.g., mounting a tape). This action can be accomplished by ordinary program structures (e.g., invoking a procedure to print a message on the operator’s console).

When failure occurs in a production environment, there is still a good chance that program error is responsible. Therefore, it would be helpful if information about the failing program were collected for later examination by a programmer. This capability can easily be provided. Whenever failure is signaled, the exception handling mechanism can output information about each activation before terminating it. In the case of the first implicit signal of the “unhandled exception” failure, the mechanism should also provide information about the activation that signaled the unhandled exception. The information collected as failure propagates upwards will provide a trace of the failing program, which should be helpful for the programmer who determines later what the problem was. Debugging in a batch environment can be facilitated similarly, except that information about more exceptions than just failure may be of interest. Note that in either case the information being collected is not useful to programs (since it describes the states of implementations of other procedures) and therefore need not be made available to them.

V. Expressive Power

As we stated earlier, the decision to choose a termination model instead of a resumption model involves a tradeoff between the expressive power of the exception handling mechanism and its complexity. In our opinion, a more complex mechanism can be justified only if the additional expressive power it provides is frequently needed. In this section we explore this issue by considering examples of problems often put forth as justifying a resumption model.

The first problem concerns exceptions such as underflow that are generated by numeric operations. Often when an operation like divide signals underflow, the desired action is to substitute a particular value (e.g., zero) for the result of the operation and continue the computation. In a resumption model, this behavior can be obtained by resuming the operation and passing the value to be returned.

This behavior is equally easily obtained using a termination model. Because the divide operation is not performing any computation after being resumed (it is merely returning the value provided), it is acceptable to terminate its activation. The only problem is for the handler to somehow substitute the new value for the result of the operation. For simple examples like

\[ z := x \times y \]

“substituting” for the result of the invocation of divide can be done simply by assigning to z. For more complicated examples, e.g.,

\[ z := x \times y + z \]

using our mechanism it is necessary to introduce additional statements and temporary variables. However, such awkwardness is not a defect of the termination model but rather a result of our decision not to allow handlers to be attached to expressions. If such examples turned out to be frequent, our mechanism could be changed to accommodate them.

In fact, resumption is truly useful only in the following situation: when the exception is signaled, the signaler is in the middle of a computation that can be completed by performing additional computation upon receipt of a value from the handler. Resumption permits completion of the computation in this situation without redoing work already performed.

We can imagine that such a situation could arise during a numeric computation. If it did, and resumption were not available, then a default value (or, in the most general case, a procedure to compute a default value) could be passed as an extra input of the numeric routine.

This method is clearly not as convenient as using resumption; it becomes unacceptable if there are many default values or if there is deep nesting of procedures within the numeric routine, so that even a single default value must be passed down through many invocations. In our experience, neither of these characteristics hold for the routines in numeric libraries; on the contrary, default values are almost never of use, and the nesting is shallow.

The other example often used to support the choice of a resumption model is that of a storage pool that performs storage allocation for a number of objects in a program. If the amount of free storage in the storage pool becomes too low to satisfy a particular allocation request, it may still be possible to satisfy the request if some of the objects stored in the pool can be reorganized to use less storage. Many objects can be implemented in a number of ways, some that permit fast execution but use a lot of space and others that are slower but use less space. The idea would be to start out using fast representations but switch to more compact representations if free storage became too low. Note that this example is an instance of the general situation, described above, in which resumption is truly useful.

Levin [3] has designed an exception handling mechanism that directly supports the desired behavior. In Levin’s mechanism, an exception can be associated with an object (the mechanisms discussed previously associate exceptions only with invocations). Thus, if the storage pool were unable to satisfy a request, it could signal an exception associated with the storage pool object. The mechanism would then allow all users of the object (in this case, modules that have objects allocated in the storage pool) to handle the exception. The handlers would attempt to free storage by reorganizing their associated objects.

Note that Levin’s mechanism is strictly more powerful (in terms of expressive power) than the resumption models we discussed in Section II, since the users of the storage pool do not necessarily have any outstanding procedure activations at the time the exception is signaled. Furthermore, those objects that are in the middle of being operated upon are likely to be in an inconsistent state and thus not prepared for reorganization. Levin’s mechanism makes it easy to inhibit the handling of an exception for objects in an inconsistent state.

In CLU, this recovery algorithm could be programmed by
VI. Discussion

In this paper we have discussed exception handling and described an exception handling mechanism. An exception handling mechanism is a tool for enhancing program reliability and fault tolerance. To enhance reliability procedures should be defined as generally as possible, that is, they should respond "reasonably" in as many situations as possible. An exception handling mechanism simplifies the writing of such procedures; it is primarily a mechanism for generalizing the behavior of procedures.

In Section II we discussed major decisions that must be made in designing an exception handling mechanism and the exception handling models that result from these decisions. We argued that any well-structured mechanism should be one-level: only the caller should handle exceptions raised by the invoked procedure. We further argued that the termination model, in which the signaling activation terminates, is better than the resumption model, in which the signaling activation continues to exist. The termination model is clearly simpler than the resumption model; we also believe that it has sufficient expressive power. Note that in our termination model, a procedure may terminate in one of a number of conditions (one of which is the so-called "normal" condition) and may return result objects differing in number and type for each condition. The ability to return objects provides a kind of expressive power not found in most other exception handling mechanisms.

Section III described the syntax and semantics of the CLU exception handling mechanism, which supports the termination model. While in Section II we were concerned primarily with interprocedure control and data flow, in Section III, we were concerned primarily with intraprocedure control and data flow. Our goal was to permit the programmer to place handlers where they are needed, without constraints due to conflict of exception names. This goal led to the introduction of an exit mechanism similar to those described by Zahn [9] and Bohmann [1]. Our design also acknowledged that many exceptions cannot be handled. These exceptions may not occur often, but they can potentially occur almost anywhere. The special exception named failure, which is signaled implicitly for all uncaught exceptions, was introduced to accommodate this situation. We also discussed why disabling exceptions is not a good idea, and suggested that research in program optimization techniques may be fruitful in avoiding the cost of checking for errors that are known not to occur.

In Section IV, we discussed two methods of implementing the exception handling mechanism, the branch table method and the handler table method. Both methods process normal returns as fast as possible; the branch table method also processes exceptions as fast as possible, while the handler table method is somewhat slower, but more space efficient. We also discussed the integration of the mechanism in debugging and production environments. The mechanism is designed to communicate information that can be used by programs, but this does not preclude an implementation that produces additional information for use by programmers.

In Section V, we discussed the expressive power of our exception handling model. We described two examples commonly put forward to justify the resumption model and discussed how they could be programmed in the termination model. The termination model solutions were inferior to the resumption model solutions. However, we believe that the examples under discussion occur very rarely, so a mechanism like the resumption model, which eases their programming at the cost of extra complexity, is not justified.

The CLU exception handling mechanism has been implemented by the handler table method. We have used the mechanism in writing many CLU programs (for example, most of the CLU compiler is written in CLU). We are convinced that our programs are better structured than they would be in the absence of the mechanism. Furthermore, we have not encountered any situations where a more powerful exception handling mechanism (e.g., resumption) was desired. Thus, our experience so far supports our belief that the mechanism is a good compromise between expressive power and simplicity. However, we have not written programs that attempt to handle the problem of resource constraints, a situation where resumption is most likely to be needed. Further experimentation is needed to reach a final conclusion on the wisdom of our choices.
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Proving Total Correctness of Parallel Programs
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Abstract—An approach to proving parallel programs correct is presented. The steps are 1) model the parallel program, 2) prove partial correctness (proper synchronization), and 3) prove the absence of deadlock, livelock, and infinite loops. The parallel program model is based on Keller's model. The main contributions of the paper are techniques for proving the absence of deadlock and livelock. A connection is made between Keller's work and Dijkstra's work with serial nondeterministic programs. It is shown how a variant function may be used to prove finite termination, even if the variant function is not strictly decreasing, and how finite termination can be used to prove the absence of livelock. Handling of the infinite delay assumption is also discussed. The illustrative examples include one which occurred in a commercial environment and a classic synchronization problem solved without the aid of special synchronization primitives.

Index Terms—Concurrent program, correctness, deadlock, livelock, finite delay, finite termination, infinite loops, livelock, mutual exclusion, parallel program, termination, variant function, verification.

INTRODUCTION

An abstract model general enough to capture most notions of parallel computation is highly desirable. Three crucial parts of such a model seem to be as follows:

1) The state must factor into a control part and a data part, so that such topics as “the number of processes at a given point in the program” may conveniently be discussed.

2) The atomic actions must be specifiable, for no coarser level of detail will, in general, suffice for rigorously proving the correctness of parallel programs.

3) It must be possible to ignore irrelevant details of the computation including absolute and relative execution timings.
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